Meeting Minutes 13 2014
DATE
TIME
VENUE
ATTENDEE(S)
ABSENTEE(S)
AGENDA
Topics

Feedback from
User Testing 3

26 March 2014
5pm
SIS GSR 2-7
Chua Pei Shan, Gwendolin Tan, Lim Xin Yi, Shemin Ang
Ng ZhenYuan
1. Feedback from User Testing 3
2. User Testing 4 Document and Dates
3. Consolidation and Deconsolidation
Details
Modifications to be made after prioritising changes in User Testing 3 and
Validation Testing:
Unable to rename and create lane with manufacturer marker.
Status 500 error when user did not select a product and
selected save on Create Scenario Form.
Markers cannot stop jumping.
Unable to create lane with a space in marker name.
Lane appears at the wrong direction for manufacturer and
supplier marker.
Changes to help function as testers are unable to see the help
Swap the position of product details and select product as
user tends to click on product details first.
Dropdown for “View product details” should not be “Choose
One Product” as it is confusing when reading the dropdown
from product selection.
Changes to edit name. edit the scenario name at the scenario
management page instead of inside the map
Change to add help in consolidation/deconsolidation function
Submit & Cancel in the lane form can only be partially seen in
the lane form.
Change the “Shipping details” to “Lane Details”.
Label for units in the graph
Include help to let users know that they can hover over to get
more information about the lane/scenario.
Indicate that the product details entered for weight and
volume is for one product.
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User Testing 4 Testers: Members of GTL (Andrew, Mr Tan and Ms Kar Way) as
well as SIS students majoring in Operations Management and Usability
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Dates

Knowledge.




Mr Tan (Monday Morning)
Ms Kar Way (Monday, 1pm)
Andrew (Pending)

Total Number of Testers: 9
Consolidation
and
Deconsolidation
AOB

From the User Test 3 and Validation Test: Testers understand “Consolidation”
and “Deconsolidation” means.
Hence the team decided to continue to use these two words in their application.
Team has decided that for some of the feedbacks given by the testers in
validation test is very useful however due to time limitation, the team would not
implement but will notify the clients about the feedback for use for expansion
for the application.

S/N

Task

Member Responsible

Due Date

The meeting ended at 615pm. These minutes will be circulated and adopted if there are no
amendments reported on the next three days.
Prepared by,
Xin Yi
Vetted and edited by,
Pei Shan

